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PETTINATO LUIGI
HAIRSTYLIST
Hairstylist
Talent, passion and resourcefulness define the style of Luigi Pettinato, established professional
dell'hairfashion, whose fine talent is admired at events worldwide. The purity of the atmosphere full of
light invites the woman to relax while in the care of the staff, which offers personalized courses for
beauty. The professionalism of the eight elements of the team, the exclusivity of products and
advanced technologies ensure the impeccable quality of care and well-being.
Salon
A beauty center "Aveda Concept", an ideal place to find harmony and beauty. The spa Rivarolo is an
exclusive, filled with a comfortable atmosphere, tone color white, ivory, black and sought details of
fine design. Large mirrors geometric shapes that are based on metal shells, black leather seats,
glass shelves and furniture minimal essential complement the space.
Services

Services Wedding & Make-up even at home: unique hairstyles. You will also have the best tips to
match the look of your hair to make-up, thanks to the advice of an experienced beautician. Make-up:
We offer make-up services using Aveda products. Hairdreams Extension: secure, accurate and fast
through the use of Laser Hairdreams, one of the most advanced in the field of extension. We realize
also stretching or partial THICKENING. Keratin Treatments: hair seductive, sexy, smooth and frizz for
12 weeks, by using Keratin Complex, high quality product. The treatment infuses keratin to the cuticle
of the hair. Photo: Luigi Pettinato works with companies and magazines for the realization of
photographic services and advertising. Smooth Therapy: 8 months hair soft, shiny and healthy 4/5
hours of sitting in the living room. Resale products and wigs
Price
Tariff indication: Shampoo & Fold: 18 â
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